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As Nicholas Coppel made clear in his welcoming address, the seminar was intended to look beyond RAMSI. However, it seems relevant to include a substantial but still select bibliography of publications on different aspects of Solomon Islands between 2003 and 2013, to enable interested readers to pursue other issues.


—. *Land Reform in Melanesia.* State Society and Governance in Melanesia Project Briefing Note No. 6, 2008. State, Society and Governance in Melanesia Project. Canberra: Australian National University, 2008.


ANUedge in collaboration with the University of the South Pacific. "People's Survey 2013." 150; Summary 15. Canberra, 2013.
——. “Integrating Customary Tenure Systems in Marine Protected Areas: A Solomon Islands Example.” Biocultural Diversity Conservation (A Community Practice)– Terralingua:


———. "Justice and Ambiguity: The Australia-Solomon Islands Relationship Today." *Common Theology* 1, no. 10 (Summer 2005): 5-10.


Christensen, Andreas E. "Making an Island Living: Continuity and Change on Ontong Java, Solomon Islands." University of Copenhagen, 2010, PhD.


———. "For Better or Worse: Marriage and Divorce Laws in Solomon Islands." In International Survey of Family Law, edited by A. Bainham, 483-501, 2005


———. “Polynesian Representations of Geographical and Cosmological Space: Anuta, Solomon Islands.” In Canoes of the Grand Ocean, edited by Anne Di Piazza and


Feinberg, Richard, Susan Win, Lynette Furuhashi, Karen Peacock, and Joy St. James. ASAO


——. "In Solomons, Independents Are the Rule." The Australian, 20 August 2010.


——. "A Nation out from under the Gun." The Australian, 25 August 2003, 16.


———. "De la Monnaie à la Dynamique d’Initiative : la Monnaie de Coquillage au Langalanga Contemporain, Iles Salomon, eited by Françoiose Douaire-Marsaudon, Bernard Sellato


International Monetary Fund, Solomon Islands Article IV Consultation–Staff Report, Washington DC, 2007.


———. "Solomons Wisdom or Howard's Cunning?" Courier Mail, 8 August 2003.


———. Hospital, Special Select Committee into the Quality of Medical Services provided by the National Referral Hospital. "Special Select Committee into the Quality of Medical Services Provided by the National Referral Hospital." In NP Paper No. 51/2009: National Parliament of Solomon Islands, 2009.


http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/mar/article/view/1905/2038


